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Handling and corrections, winding stem with 3 positions: 

Pos. 1  Running position 

Pos. 2  Quick date correction 

Pos. 3  Time setting with stop-second, stopping of movement (storage) 

 

Display by means of hands: 
Hours, minutes, seconds. 
Date in window, semi–instantaneous. The movements are equipped 
with a battery end–of–life display (EOL), where the second hand 
advances every 4 seconds, and an adaptively controlled drive system.  
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KM WARRANTY  

KM Emporium GmbH guarantees that the product ordered is free of 
defects and functional for 2 years after delivery.  

The warranty period continues to run regardless of the provision of any 
warranty services. KM Emporium GmbH may choose to have the warranty 
honoured by 

• free repair (original warranty period continues for the whole product); 
• replacement with a new, equivalent product by KM Emporium 

GmbH (new warranty period of 2 years as of replacement); 
• credit note at the current price, (at most, the sales price at the time 

of the order); or 
• reduction.  

If KM Emporium GmbH decides to remedy the defects brought to its 
attention, the customer must give it the opportunity to do so. Defective 
parts must be returned to KM Emporium GmbH - at the latter's request 
and only with its express consent - at the expense of KM Emporium GmbH 
in the condition in which they were delivered and in their original 
packaging if possible. 

The KM repair centre may perform required repair work that is not covered 
under this warranty subject to a charge. This charge will be dependent on 
the watch design and the type of work requested. Please note that these 
charges are subject to change.  

 

THE WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER THE FOLLOWING 

The warranty on a watch relates to the movement and not to other parts 
such as the case, glass, straps, bracelets, tarnishing or plating.  

Signs of wear and tear on the watch are to be regarded as normal 
consequences of use. The effects of sweat on the strap vary from person to 
person due to differences in acid content. 

The warranty is invalidated if a third party carries out repairs or other work 
on the product without the prior written approval of KM Emporium. 

Any further, non-binding statutory provisions concerning the warranty are 
excluded.  
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BATTERIES  

Wearing parts such as batteries, in particular, are excluded from the 
warranty. In all other respects, the exclusions of liability set out in section 8 
of the KM General Terms and Conditions apply.  

The KM watches are equipped with standard batteries. The average life of a 
watch battery is 60 months. Changing a battery without the correct tools 
can damage the metal and delicate parts in the watch.  

We recommend using a reputable jeweller for this service. Please do not 
attempt to open the case back yourself as this can invalidate the warranty.  

 

LEATHER STRAPS  

The leather straps may darken and change in colour, which is partly due to 
body sweat from your skin and exposure to sunlight over time. We 
recommend that you keep your leather strap away from intense sunlight, 
heat and humidity. If exposed to water, oil and makeup, your leather strap 
may become dirty or discoloured. If you would like to purchase a 
replacement strap for your model, please refer to our website.  

Please note that straps (or metal bracelets and clasps) are not covered by 
the warranty.  

Please refer to the support page of our website for instructions on how to 
change a strap or bracelet.   

 

WATER-TIGHT 30 m (3 bar) 3 ATM  

KM Emporium watches are water-tight up to 3 ATM: this means that the 
watch is splash-proof. KM Emporium watches with 3 ATM water-tightness 
cannot be worn when showering, bathing, swimming or diving. At most, 
KM Emporium watches should only be exposed to small splashes of water 
or chemical substances such as perfume, cosmetics and cleaning agents. 

Water-tightness is only guaranteed if the crown is in the initial position and 
should be checked once per year.  

30 m (3 ATM) swimming/diving/bathing are not permissible 

50 m (5 ATM) showering is permissible 
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100 m (10 ATM) swimming and snorkelling are permissible 

200 m (20 ATM) swimming and snorkelling are permissible 

300 m (30 ATM) diving and deep-sea diving are permissible 

If your watch experiences a sudden change in temperature or pressure, 
slight condensation may appear beneath the glass of your watch. This 
generally disappears after a few days if it is left alone. Please do not 
attempt to dry it out. If the condensation persists, please contact our 
customer relations team for further advice.  

 

DEMAGNETISATION AND MAGNETIC FIELDS 

Analogue quartz watches can be adversely affected by magnetism and 
may stop, gain or lose time if exposed to magnetic objects for long periods 
of time.  

Avoid putting your watch on electronic devices since these create 
magnetic fields that may damage it.  

An affected watch remains magnetised even after being removed from the 
magnetic source. We therefore recommend returning your watch to the 
KM repair centre to be demagnetised. To test if a watch has become 
magnetised, place it next to a compass. If the hands of the compass start 
to turn, it is magnetised and will need to be returned for demagnetisation.  

 

Please e-mail service@km-emporium.com for further information.  
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